
The Museum in 7 artworks

Welcome to the Museum!
I’m your guide, so take me with you to play 
together with the works and to discover lots of 
secrets. Let’s get started!

Hidden in this large sculpture are 
two children, an animal and lots of 
arrows. Where are they?

Can you remember where the works you saw in the 
Museum are? Connect them to the rooms with a line, 
then check in the “grownups’” guide!

Come back and visit us again soon!

Well done! Which work did you like best? 
And the “grownups”? Tell each other why!
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This very large work is 
in carved wood, which 
has been gilded and 
painted: help the 
artist to identify each 
piece and put it in the 
right place!

What a sweet scene, a mum
holding her small child. Let me 
introduce them: 
Mary and the Child Jesus.

Mum and child are painted four other 
times in this room. Can you spot them?

Look how many angels are playing instruments! 

These paintings were done 
on wooden boards 
with lots of colours.

See if you can identify all the instruments: cornet, 
triangle, violin, bagpipe, flute, tambourine and mandolin.

Oh no, this tondo is broken!

It’s very fragile because 
it’s made from glazed terracotta, 
a bit like cups at home!

Put it back together and look for it 
among the works in the Loggia.
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Look at the statue alongside: 
what material is it made from?  
Here’s a clue…

There are other statues and reliefs in this 
room, made from various materials. 
Do you recognise them? 
Here are some more clues….

But what is it that’s glittering? 
That’s right, it’s gold!

Artists took some gold and hammered it until it became as thin 
as a sheet. Then they applied it to the boards.

Then choose your favourite angel,pose next to her
and take a photo!
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